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Ionization rates of molecules have been modeled with time-dependent configuration interaction simu-
lations using atom centered basis sets and a complex absorbing potential. The simulations agree with
accurate grid-based calculations for the ionization of hydrogen atom as a function of field strength
and for charge resonance enhanced ionization of H+

2 as the bond is elongated. Unlike grid-based
methods, the present approach can be applied to simulate electron dynamics and ionization in multi-
electron polyatomic molecules. Calculations on HCl+ and HCO+ demonstrate that these systems
also show charge resonance enhanced ionization as the bonds are stretched. © 2014 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4874156]

I. INTRODUCTION

The advancements in the creation of intense laser pulses
with femto-second (fs) and atto-second (as) durations1, 2

have, literally, shed a new light on matter. As these pulse
durations have reached the limit in which electron mo-
tion takes place, new mechanistic insights are needed.
This has brought considerable interest to processes such as
above threshold ionization (ATI) and high-order harmonic
generation (HHG), for example. Sub-fs laser pulses are
now available in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV), permitting
real-time observation of electron dynamics in atoms3, 4 on
timescales when ionization and electron transfer takes place,5

as well as enabling the mapping of the shape of individual
orbitals.6

A theoretical description of electronic and molecular
effects induced by strong sub-fs pulses cannot be cap-
tured completely by static models, so that explicitly time-
dependent methods are needed. The quantum description of
the electron dynamics is governed by the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (TDSE) for many-electron wavefunc-
tions. The simulation of correlated electronic motion is a
challenging task, even with the computer resources currently
available.

For one- and two-electron systems, ionization rates
can be obtained from highly accurate 3D simulations of
the TDSE using grid-based methods and basis set expan-
sion approaches (for leading references see Refs. 7–12,
and references therein; for a recent review, see Ref. 13).
For many-electron systems, strong field simulations have
been carried out within the framework of time-dependent
Hartree-Fock (TDHF)14 and time-dependent density func-
tional theory (TDDFT),15 and for correlated wavefunction
methods such as time-dependent configuration interaction
(TDCI),16–19 time-dependent coupled cluster (TDCC),20, 21

and multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree-Fock
(MCTDHF).22–25

While TDDFT can treat many-electron systems approxi-
mately, TDCI methods in principal can be improved system-

atically towards the exact solution. Time-dependent configu-
ration interaction methods have been shown to be a power-
ful tool for insights in the light-induced dynamics of bound
electrons, e.g., response properties26, 27 as well as for state-to-
state excitations within a few fs,28–30 or for the description of
charge migration by direct ionization.31–33

Electronic structure calculations for molecules are typi-
cally carried out with atom-centered basis functions. Standard
basis sets can be used to calculate higher harmonic genera-
tion, but not up to the cut-off region where ionization takes
place.26 Because atom-centered basis functions cannot de-
scribe the continuum, the direct simulation of the ejection of
an electron from a bound state is not possible with this ap-
proach. Approximate treatments of ionization have been em-
ployed for TDDFT34 and TDCI35 by introducing complex ex-
citation energies to model loss of electron density. Uhlmann
et al.34 assumed that all DFT states above the ionization po-
tential are absorbing. In Klamroth’s heuristic model,35 life-
times for CI states have been approximated based on or-
bital energies and an escape distance. With very large basis
sets augmented with numerous diffuse shells and off-centered
functions, Head-Gordon and co-workers36 were able to cal-
culate high energy Rydberg states and to compute the HHG
spectrum of hydrogen atom using Klamroth’s heuristic model
to account for ionization.

In the present work, we provide an alternate model for
ionization using an absorbing potential in real space. Our
simulations of ionization employ the TDCI method using
atom-centered basis functions in combination with an ab-
sorbing boundary potential. In this paper, we present the
calculation of ionization rates for hydrogen atom and hy-
drogen molecule cation. These one-electron system serve as
benchmark systems, where accurate reference calculations are
available.7–11, 13 To demonstrate the applicably of our model
to multi-electron systems, we calculate the ionization rates of
hydrogen chloride cation and formyl cation. For these species
we report enhanced ionization during bond dissociation. All
formulas and values are given in atomic units, except for the
time, which is, for convenience, given in fs.

0021-9606/2014/140(17)/174113/7/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC140, 174113-1
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II. THEORY

A. Time-dependent configuration interaction

The quantum dynamics of the electron density of a
molecule in a laser field can be obtained by solving the TDSE
for electronic wavefunctions:

i
∂

∂t
�el(t) = Ĥ(t)�el(t). (1)

The total Hamilton operator is time-dependent because of the
interaction of the electrons with the external electric field of
the light which is given in the semi-classical dipole approxi-
mation. An absorbing potential V̂Absorb is added to the Hamil-
tonian to simulate the loss of electron density due to ioniza-
tion

Ĥ(t) = Ĥel − �̂μ �E(t) − iV̂Absorb. (2)

The form of the absorbing potential is discussed in more de-
tail in Subsection II B. �E(t) is the electric field component
of the laser and �̂μ the dipole operator. The present study uses
linearly polarized cosine square shaped pulses

�E(t) = �s(t) cos [ωt − φ] (3)

�s(t) =
⎧⎨
⎩

�E0 cos2
(

π
2σ

t
)

for − σ < t < σ

�0 else,
(4)

φ is the phase and 2σ is the full duration of the pulse.
The time-dependent wavefunction is expanded in terms

of ground and excited states of the field-free, time-
independent Hamiltonian, Ĥel|�i〉 = ωi |�i〉:

�(t) =
∑
i=0

Ci(t)|�i〉. (5)

Using this ansatz, Eq. (1) reduces to a set of coupled differ-
ential equations for the time-dependent coefficients:

i
∂

∂t
Ci(t) =

∑
j

Hij (t)Cj (t), (6)

where Hij (t) = 〈�i |Ĥ(t)|�j 〉. The evolution of the coeffi-
cients is solved numerically using a unitary transformation at
the midpoint of the time step:

�C(t + �t) = exp[−iH(t + �t/2)�t] �C(t). (7)

The exponential of the Hamiltonian matrix is calculated ex-
plicitly (rather than with a Trotter or Magnus expansion) with
the only approximation being that the electric filed is constant
during the time step. Reducing the time step from �t = 0.05
¯/Eh to �t = 0.025 ¯/Eh changed the norm at the end of an
intense pulse with a field strength of 0.09 Eh/(ea0) by less than
0.02%.

In this work, the field-free wavefunctions of Eq. (5)
are obtained from a configuration interaction singles (CIS)
calculation37 using the GAUSSIAN program package.38 All
time-dependent configuration interaction singles (TDCIS)
simulations in this work have been carried out using a time
step of �t = 0.05 ¯/Eh(1.2 as) and a total propagation time
of 1000 ¯/Eh(24.2 fs), if not stated otherwise.
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FIG. 1. The radial part of the absorbing potential for hydrogen starting at ra

= 9.524 a0 with piecewise quadratic segments rising to Vmax = 10 Eh.

B. Complex absorbing potential (CAP)

Absorbing potentials are well established for grid based
calculations to prevent reflections from the boundaries.39, 40

Examples of absorbing potentials to simulate strong field ion-
ization include the grid based calculations by Hermann and
Fleck7 for hydrogen atom in a static field and studies by
Santra and co-workers using TDCIS methods with numeri-
cal orbitals for multi-electron atoms.19 Absorbing potentials
have been employed less frequently for polyatomic systems
in which basis set expansions are used to represent the wave-
function. For a polyatomic system, the absorbing potential
should conform to the shape of the molecule. It needs to be
placed far enough from the molecule so that the interaction
with the ground state is small and so that the dynamics of
the low lying excited states are not strongly perturbed, but
close enough so that higher lying excited states interact sig-
nificantly. The potential should rise smoothly to avoid reflec-
tions. The radial component of the absorbing potential for hy-
drogen atom used in the present work is shown in Fig. 1. The
potential has a quadratic rise, starting at ra, and a quadratic
fall-off until Vmax is reached, with a linear section in between
if needed. In the present work, we have chosen ra equal to 3.5
times the van der Waals radius (ra = 9.524 a0 for hydrogen),
a maximum potential height of Vmax = 10 Eh, and a curvature
of 0.21 for the quadratic part.

For molecules, the absorbing potential is constructed
from the spherical absorbing potentials around each atom. At
a given point, the total absorbing potential is equal to the min-
imum of the values from the atomic absorbing potentials. The
resulting potential resembles the solvent cavity used in po-
larizable continuum solvation models.41 The one electron in-
tegrals of the absorbing potential are obtained using the nu-
merical integration methods employed in density functional
theory (299 radial shells and 974 angular points per shell for
each atom).42, 43

Another criterion which needs attention is the positioning
of the CAP. The CAP must be placed outside of the Coulomb
well, but within the maximum excursion of an electron in the
laser field (α = E0/ω2 = 18.5 a0 for E0 = 0.06 Eh/(ea0) and ω

= 0.057 Eh/¯). The CAP should be placed so that there is still
sufficient overlap with the basis functions. The further away
the CAP is placed, the more diffuse functions are needed to
correctly describe the motion away from the nucleus. How-
ever, in order to reduce the numerical effort, the number
of diffuse functions needs to be kept relatively small. A
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TABLE I. Table of even-tempered exponents for s, p, d, and f type Gaus-
sian functions in the medium absorbing basis. The nine exponents marked by
asterisk are used in the small absorbing basis set.

s p d f

6.5536 . . . . . . . . .
3.2768 . . . . . . . . .
1.6384 . . . . . . . . .
0.8192 . . . . . . . . .
0.4096 0.4096 . . . . . .
0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 . . .
0.1024 0.1024 0.1024 . . .
0.0512 0.0512 0.0512∗ 0.0512
0.0256∗ 0.0256∗ 0.0256∗ 0.0256∗

0.0128∗ 0.0128∗ 0.0128∗ . . .
0.0064∗ . . . . . . . . .

compromise has to be found in placing the CAP by carefully
testing both basis set and CAP position.

C. The basis sets

To simulate ionization using complex absorbing poten-
tials, the basis set must be include a sufficient number of dif-
fuse functions that interact with the absorbing potential. For
hydrogen atom, we started by using a very large basis set: 17
even tempered Gaussian exponents have been generated by
the power series: αn = α0 · 2n. The exponents of this series
range from α0 = 0.0001 to α16 = 6.5536. For each exponent
the angular momentum extends from l = 0 to l = 9 (from s
to l functions). By systematically deleting basis functions, we
were able to obtain a medium-size basis set of even tempered
exponents with angular momenta up to l = 3, for a total of 68
basis functions listed in Table I that reproduces the hydrogen
atom ionization rates of large basis. Both of these basis sets
yield accurate energies for hydrogen atom. For H+

2 , HCO+,
and HCl+, the absorbing basis was added to a standard aug-
cc-pVTZ basis.44, 45 In this case, the absorbing basis could be
reduced even further to 31 functions, as indicated by the as-
terisks in Table I. For sake of simplicity in the following dis-
cussion, we call these basis sets the large, medium, and small
absorbing basis sets.

The ionization rates of hydrogen atom were computed
with Mathematica 9.46 Because of the size of the absorbing
basis sets and the placement of the CAP, there is a small resid-
ual absorption rate for ground state field-free hydrogen atom,
10−7 Eh/¯ (inverse atomic unit of time), that is several orders
of magnitude smaller than the ionization rate in fields of 0.03
− 0.10 Eh/(ea0). The ionization rates computed with Gaus-
sian and the Fortran code for TDCIS have been verified by
comparing with the Mathematica results. Calculations on H+

2 ,
HCO+, and HCl+ used the standard Dunning aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set44, 45 to ensure correct energetics. The absorbing basis
set was placed on the two atoms involved in the bond dissoci-
ation. Because this could result in serious linear dependency
problems in the basis set expansion, simulations were also
carried out with the absorbing basis placed only on a ghost
atom in the middle of the dissociating bond. The CAP also

has a contribution from the ghost atom, which is chosen to
have the same radius as a hydrogen atom.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Ionization rates for H atom

Complex absorbing potentials were used to calculate the
ionization of hydrogen atom for a series of electric fields
increasing from 0.03 to 0.10 Eh/(ea0). In order to simulate
the ionization in a strong static field with the time-dependent
methodology, the field is turned on slowly until it reaches a
maximal value and then stays constant. Under such a quasi-
static field, the norm of the wavefunction decays exponen-
tially from which we obtain the rate. We compare our findings
with the work from accurate, grid based simulations.7, 8

Using the medium absorbing basis shown in Table I, the
ground state energy is −0.49901 and the first excited state
is −0.12489 Eh, compared to the exact values of −0.5 and
−0.125 Eh. The polarizability is 4.52011 a3

0 calculated from
sum-over-states formula, which is just slightly higher than the
exact value of 4.5 a3

0 for the hydrogen atom.
The adiabatic dynamics for fields of Emax = 0.04, 0.06,

0.08 Eh/(ea0) are shown in Fig. 2. The electric field is grad-
ually ramped to its maximum value (Fig. 2(a)). The electron
density follows the applied field adiabatically, as can be seen
from the progression of the dipole moment (Fig. 2(b)). Just
before the field reached its maximal value, the tail of the elec-
tron density reaches the CAP, and thereafter the norm decays
exponentially (Fig. 2(c)). Rather than a wavepacket driven
towards the CAP, there is a steady state decaying with time
(Fig. 3). For Emax = 0.06 Eh/(ea0), the norm of the wavefunc-
tion decreased by about 20% in about 45 fs. From the expo-
nential loss of the norm during the constant field, a rate easily

(a)

μ
(t

)
/

ea
0

N
or

m
E

(t
)
/

E
h
/(

ea
0
) 0.08

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

(b)

(c)

t / fs
0 10 20 30 40 50

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

FIG. 2. Ionization of hydrogen atom with fields of 0.04 Eh/(ea0) (dotted),
0.06 Eh/(ea0) (dashed), 0.08 Eh/(ea0) (solid): (a) the field amplitude of the
quasi-static pulse, (b) time-dependent dipole moment, and (c) exponential
decay of the wavefunction norm as a result of the CAP.
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FIG. 3. One-dimensional cut through the hydrogen atom. The Coulomb po-
tential plus the absolute value of the CAP and electron density are shown for
two time steps: in dashed for t = 0 and solid for t = 45 fs at a field strength
of 0.06 Eh/(ea0) (see Fig. 2).

can be calculated. This rate is interpreted as the ionization
rate.

Depending on the field strength, ionization can take place
by either tunneling through the Coulomb barrier, or above
threshold, when the barrier is suppressed completely by the
field. The two regimes can be distinguished by the Keldish
parameter, γ = √

Ip/2Up, where Ip is the ionization poten-
tial and Up = |E0|2/4ω2 is the ponderomotive energy. For γ

< 1 ionization takes place by tunneling through the barrier,
whereas for γ > 1, above threshold ionization takes place.
For hydrogen atom in a laser field with a frequency of 0.057
Eh/¯, ionization changes from tunneling to above threshold as
the field strength increases above 0.06 Eh/(ea0).

Figure 4 shows the ionization rates as a function of the
maximum field strength, Emax. The simulated field strengths
cover the regimes of tunnel ionization and above threshold
ionization. Simulations are shown for the medium and large
absorbing basis. Also plotted are the reference values ob-
tained from large, grid based calculations.7, 8 Our absolute
rates are in good agreement with the reference values for field
strength greater than 0.04 Eh/(ea0). For better agreement at
lower field strengths, the CAP would have to be placed fur-
ther from the nucleus and the basis set would have to contain

field strength / Eh/(ea0)

Io
n
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at
io

n
R
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e

/
E

h
/h̄

0.10.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

10−3

10−4

10−5

10−6

10−7

10−8

Brändas and coworkers
Fleck and coworkers

medium absorbing basis
large absorbing basis

FIG. 4. Ionization rates for hydrogen atom on a logarithmic scale for the
medium and large absorbing basis sets compared to accurate, grid based cal-
culations from Refs. 7 and 8.

additional diffuse functions. The good agreement between the
medium and large absorbing basis sets was obtained by selec-
tively deleting the basis functions from the large absorbing
basis that did not contribute significantly to the rate.

B. Charge resonance enhanced ionization in H+
2

Intense field molecular ionizations show strong enhance-
ments in the rate for certain longer bond lengths.9, 10, 34, 47–50

For H+
2 and H2, it has been shown that charge resonance

transitions and localization of the electronic wavefunction are
responsible for this Charge-Resonance Enhanced Ionization
(CREI) at critical internuclear distances.47, 48

Several numerical simulations have been carried out for
the ionization of H+

2 as a function of bond length. Bandrauk
and co-workers have performed accurate 3D grid based sim-
ulations of the ionization probability for laser fields aligned
with the bond at frequencies of 0.057 Eh/¯ (800 nm) and
0.043 Eh/¯ (1064 nm).9, 49 Hansen and co-workers have stud-
ied H2 ionization as a function of bond length and orientation
with accurate 3D simulations using a combination radial grids
and spherical harmonics.10 Uhlmann et al. have calculated the
bond length dependence of H2 ionization using a basis set
expansion approach and an absorbing potential.34 Recently,
Becker and co-workers have used 2D grid based calculations
to simulate ionization, vibrational excitation, and dissociation
of H+

2 as a function of the laser pulse intensity, wavelength,
and duration.13

To compare with the H+
2 results of Bandrauk and co-

workers,9, 49 we carried out a series of TDCIS calculations
with CAP to model the change in the ionization rate with in-
creasing internuclear distances. The linearly polarized laser
pulses had carrier frequencies of 0.057 Eh/¯ and 0.043 Eh/¯
and were aligned parallel and perpendicular to the molecular
axis. The pulses had a cosine square shape and consisted of 5
cycles with maximal field strength of 0.0534 Eh/(ea0), corre-
sponding to an intensity of 1.00 × 1014 W/cm2. The standard
Dunning aug-cc-pVTZ basis set44, 45 was used on the hydro-
gens and the medium absorbing basis was placed on a ghost
atom at the bond midpoint. The CAP used ra = 9.524 a0 for
the hydrogens and the ghost atom. The ionization rate was
calculated from the norm loss divided by the pulse duration:

�ion = (1 − N (tend)) /2σ, (8)

where N (tend) is the norm of the wavefunction at the end of
the pulse and 2σ is the full pulse duration, 13.34 fs for ¯ω
= 0.057 Ehand 17.75 fs for ¯ω = 0.043 Eh, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the ionization rates as a function of
the nuclear separation R. For perpendicular laser polariza-
tion (green, short dash), the ionization rate increases a little
around R = 6 a0 and stays almost constant after R = 9 a0. This
rise at R = 6 a0 is governed by atomic-like transitions since
the Coulomb potential for the perpendicular polarization is a
single well. For polarizations parallel to the molecular axis,
the ionization is greatly enhanced and a distinct peak struc-
ture is visible. The position of the peaks compares very well
with the results of Bandrauk and co-workers49 reproduced in
Fig. 6. Because of the difference in the pulse shape, our
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FIG. 5. Ionization rates for H+
2 as function of internuclear distance modelled

with TDCIS and CAP. The aug-cc-pVTZ was used for the H atoms and the
medium absorbing basis was placed on a ghost atom at the mid-point of the
bond. A 5 cycle cosine squared pulse with frequencies of 0.057 Eh/¯ (800 nm)
and 0.043 Eh/¯ (1064 nm) and a maximum intensity of 1.00 × 1014 W/cm2

was aligned parallel (ωz) and perpendicular (ωy) to the molecular axis.

calculated ionization rates are about an order of magnitude
smaller than the ones calculated by Bandrauk.

The ionization rate as a function of the internuclear dis-
tance has been discussed extensively by Bandrauk.49 The
peak near R = 6 a0 corresponds a one photon resonance for
the σ g → σ u transition. The pronounced peak near R = 9 a0

is the result of CREI. A few smaller peaks present in Fig. 5
but absent in Fig. 6 are probably basis set related. When the
basis set is increased from aug-cc-pVTZ to aug-cc-pVQZ or
when the large absorbing basis, limited to l = 0–3, is placed
on the ghost atom (for a total of 318 basis functions for the
system),the relative heights and positions of some of the small
bands change only a little.

C. Enhanced ionization in HCl+ and HCO+

The strength of the present approach is that it can be ap-
plied to many-electron polyatomic systems. As an initial test,
we have examined the ionization of HCl+ and HCO+ as a
function of bond length. Ground state dissociation of both
systems can be described at the Hartree-Fock level and the
lowest excited states can be treated by CIS. The laser pulse
parameters were the same as for H+

2 (linearly polarized 5 cy-
cle cosine squared pulse aligned with the bond axis with fre-
quencies of 0.057 Eh/¯ (800 nm) and 0.043 Eh/¯ (1064 nm)
and a maximal field strength of 0.0534 Eh/(ea0), correspond-
ing to an intensity of 1.00 × 1014 W/cm2). The aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set was used for the atoms, and the medium absorbing
basis was placed on a ghost atom in the middle of the dis-
sociating bond or on the two atoms of the dissociating bond,
or the small absorbing basis was placed on all atoms. For the
CAP, ra was set to 3.5 times the van der Waals radius (9.544,
13.053, 12.735, 11.575 a0 for H, Cl, C, O, respectively).

Figures 7 and 9 show the excitation energies and ioniza-
tion probabilities for HCl+ and HCO+ as a function of the
bond distance. For HCO+ the CO bond length was fixed at
2.037a0 (1.078 Å). The TDCIS calculations for HCl+ and
HCO+ with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis involve 452 and 541 states
without the absorbing basis, and approximately 920 and 880
states with the medium absorbing basis on a ghost atom in the

FIG. 6. Ionization rates for H+
2 vs R for (i) I = 1014 W/cm2, linear polar-

ization parallel to R (z-axis): (a) (plus): λ = 800 nm; (b) (open triangles):
λ = 1064 nm, and (c) (open circle): λ = 800 nm, perpendicular to R and
(ii) I = 2 × 1014 W/cm2, circular polarization in x-y plane, λ = 800 nm:
(open diamond). From A. D. Bandrauk and F. Legare, Progress in Ultrafast
Intense Laser Science VIII, Copyright 2012 by Springer-Verlag. Reprinted by
permission of Springer-Verlag.

middle of the bond. With placing the medium absorbing basis
on the two atoms of the dissociating bond, CIS leads to about
1350 and 1170 states, and approximately 780 and 870 states
with the small absorbing basis on all atoms.

Figure 7(b) shows the results for simulations of HCl+

with ¯ω = 0.057 Eh. When only the aug-cc-pVTZ basis is
used, some enhancement of the ionization rate is seen around
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FIG. 7. Excitation energies and ionization rates as a function of bond length
for HCl+ in a 5 cycle cosine squared pulse aligned with the bond axis and
with a maximal field strength of 0.0534 Eh/(ea0). (a) Lowest 6 excited states
for field free HCl+ calculated at the CIS/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with
the medium absorbing basis on a ghost atom at the bond midpoint, (b) ion-
ization rates for a frequency of 0.057 Eh/¯ (800 nm), (c) ionization rates for a
frequency of 0.043 Eh/¯ (1064 nm). Dotted black line – aug-cc-pVTZ basis,
dashed-dotted green line – aug-cc-pVTZ plus medium absorbing basis at the
bond midpoint, solid blue line – aug-cc-pVTZ plus medium absorbing basis
on H and C, dashed red line – small absorbing basis on H and Cl.
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FIG. 8. Time-dependent populations for the ground state and excited states
of (a) HCl+ and (b) HCO+ at bond length of R = 5.5a0 (2.9 Å) in a 5 cycle
cosine squared pulse with the frequency of 0.057 Eh/¯ (800 nm) and with a
maximal field strength of 0.0534 Eh/(ea0).

R = 6 a0 and 10 a0. When the absorbing basis is included,
the ionization rate near R = 6 a0 increases by almost a fac-
tor of three. For ¯ω = 0.043 Eh, Fig. 7(c), the peak is high
even without the absorbing basis. In both cases, placing the
absorbing basis on a ghost atom in the middle of the bond
has about the same effect as putting it on the two atoms. Pop-
ulations of the strongly coupled states during the pulse are
shown in Fig. 8. For bond lengths greater than about 5a0, the
field-free ground state of HCl+ can be described as triplet Cl+

antiferromagnetically coupled to doublet hydrogen atom. The
third excited state is the lowest state with a transition dipole
along the bond axis and is the only state that gains significant
population during the pulse. The transition dipole peaks near
5a0 and diminishes rapidly to zero around 11a0. The transi-
tion from the ground state to the third excited state involves
the transfer of an electron from the hydrogen 1s orbital to the
chlorine 3pσ orbital, yielding neutral Cl and H+. This transi-
tion couples strongly to a laser field aligned with the bond, as
can be seen in Fig. 8(a). The result is enhanced ionization in
a manner analogous to CREI in H+

2 .
The corresponding results for HCO+ are reported in

Figs. 9 and 8(b). Enhanced ionization is seen between 4 and
7 a0. At ¯ω = 0.057 Eh, there is a large peak at 5.5 a0. This
large peak becomes narrower for ¯ω = 0.043 Eh, and a sec-
ond, smaller peak appears around 6.6 a0. In all cases, plac-
ing the medium absorbing basis at the bond mid-point or on
the H and C atoms or using the small absorbing basis on all
the atoms has about the same effect on the ionization rate. In-
creasing the atomic basis to aug-cc-pVQZ results in very little
change (not shown). This suggests that aug-cc-pVTZ with the
medium absorbing basis at the bond mid-point or the small
absorbing basis on all atoms is sufficient for modeling the en-
hancement of ionization as the bond is stretched. For moder-
ate elongation of the CH bond, the highest occupied orbital is
σ CH and the lowest unoccupied orbital is σ ∗

CH . As the bond
is stretched further, the highest occupied orbital becomes a
σ lone pair on carbon and the lowest unoccupied orbital be-
comes a 1s orbital on hydrogen. The ground state can be de-
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FIG. 9. Excitation energies and ionization rates as a function of bond length
for HCO+ in a 5 cycle cosine squared pulse aligned with the bond axis and
with a maximal field strength of 0.0534 Eh/(ea0). (a) Lowest 6 excited states
for field free HCO+ calculated at the CIS/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory (with
the absorbing basis), (b) ionization rates for a frequency of 0.057 Eh/¯ (800
nm), (c) ionization rates for a frequency of 0.043 Eh/¯ (1064 nm). Dotted
black line – aug-cc-pVTZ basis, dashed-dotted green line – aug-cc-pVTZ
plus medium absorbing basis at the bond midpoint, solid blue line – aug-
cc-pVTZ plus medium absorbing basis on H and C, dashed red line – small
absorbing basis on H, C, and O.

scribed as H+-CO and the lowest excited state looks like H
atom and CO+. The transition dipole for the ground to first
excited state reaches a broad maximum near 4a0 and decays
toward zero by 11a0. Figure 8(b) shows a large population of
the lowest electronic states that are coupled during the pulse.
Later in the pulse there is also significant population of the
H∗ + CO+ states which involve excitation from the CO π or-
bitals to the hydrogen 2p orbitals. These processes indicate
that a CREI-like mechanism contributes to the enhanced ion-
ization in HCO+ as the bond is elongated.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that it is possible to model ionization
rates by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation us-
ing atom-centered basis sets and an absorbing potential. We
found very good agreements for the calculation of absolute
ionization rates for the H atom. Our approach shows that we
can cover the tunnel regime as well as above barrier ioniza-
tion. For H+

2 large ionization rates due to CREI are well repre-
sented. Whereas the accurate grid based methods are suitable
for one electron systems, the present method can be applied to
many electron polyatomic systems. Our calculations on HCl+

and HCO+ show that CREI can also be seen in larger systems.
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